[Environmental Art] Destroy the Earth
Beware of "Mother of Nature" to punish you ...

October 28, 2016 13:33

(New news)"Everyone is good, I am the mother of nature! (Mother of Nature)" wearing a garland, dressed in green Tara a debut to attract the "all gods" attention! The presence of bees goddess, forest couple, and even ... ... vampire! Halloween not yet, how did they all come? These were artists from all over the world who were gathered at the closing ceremony of the New York Taipei Economic and Cultural Office and the 2016 Creative Climate Awards. "We have been working with the Taiwanese artists for the third time and hope that our next match will be held in Taipei!" Said Tara Deporte, the incarnation of the Mother of Nature. "As an advocate of environmental protection, I really like the natural beauty of Taiwan," she said, "she is particularly interested in climbing there!"
She said, "she is the chief executive of the Environmental Impacts Institute in New York," she said. The theme of the Environmental Creative Art Exhibition is "Combating Climate Change" as a theme, reflecting the impact of human beings on the environment. More than 120 entries from India, Wei Kelan from India finally won the 2000 US dollars Award! His work, "Kalava movement", is currently on display at the Brooklyn East River Park, where participants are concerned about "harvesting" issues by engaging participants in the winding of the Caravan cord around the trees. He said, "Carlova"
rope in India is usually used to wrap around the bodhi tree, is the religious ceremony is also the Indian culture. "He hopes to combine culture, action art and environmental issues, to convey the idea of cherishing trees. One of the commentators, Nina, an illustrator from Taiwan, lived in New York for more than 20 years and was deeply influenced by the urban changes brought about by modernization. She said, "There is a performing artist dressed as white, holding a paper cup, the final artists holding a paper cups spread to the ground, a symbol of our human resources with these waste as the end, this is a crisis." In order to promote the people to take practical action to combat global climate change, each of the works below are designed a small game, through the social network interaction and push to complete, to achieve the most viewers can be rewarded to encourage participants Not only to have environmental awareness, but also to "Take Action Now!" (Wang Xiaochen Yang / New York reported) Published: 11: 00 Update: 13:33
Tara DePorte, executive director of the Human Impacts Society of the New York Environmental Group, turned into a "Mother of Nature" to promote the Earth. Wang Xiaochen Yang photo

Artists through various types of dress, highlighting the artistic creation of environmental protection. Wang Xiaochen Yang photo
New York University professor Mechithild Feist is also an artist, the theme of her work is to promote the conservation of resources "Less". Wang Xiaochen Yang photo

Prof. Su Ruiren (right) and the Indian artist Wei Kelan took the photo of the "2016 Environmental Creative Art Competition" winning act "Carlova". Provided by the Department
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